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The pre-T cell receptor (pre-TCR) is a pT�-� heterodimer
functioning in early �� T cell development. Although once
thought to be ligand-autonomous, recent studies show that pre-
TCRs participate in thymic repertoire formation through recog-
nition of peptides bound to major histocompatibility molecules
(pMHC). Using optical tweezers, we probe pre-TCR bonding
with pMHC at the single molecule level. Like the ��TCR, the
pre-TCR is a mechanosensor undergoing force-based structur-
al transitions that dynamically enhance bond lifetimes and
exploiting allosteric control regulated via the C� FG loop
region. The pre-TCR structural transitions exhibit greater
reversibility than TCR�� and ordered force-bond lifetime
curves. Higher piconewton force requires binding through both
complementarity determining region loops and hydrophobic
V� patch apposition. This patch functions in the pre-TCR as a
surrogate V� domain, fostering ligand promiscuity to favor
development of � chains with self-reactivity but is occluded by �
subunit replacement of pT� upon ��TCR formation. At the
double negative 3 thymocyte stage where the pre-TCR is first
expressed, pre-TCR interaction with self-pMHC ligands
imparts growth and survival advantages as revealed in thymic
stromal cultures, imprinting fundamental self-reactivity in the
T cell repertoire. Collectively, our data imply the existence of
sequential mechanosensor ��TCR repertoire tuning via the
pre-TCR.

The mammalian adaptive immune system protects its host
against infectious diseases as well as tumors in a highly specific

manner. At the core of �� T lymphocyte recognition is
self- versus non-self-discrimination, a functionality endowed by
clonal cell-surface T cell receptors (TCRs)4 (1–3). In the mam-
malian thymus, the millions of distinct TCRs expressed create a
repertoire that is refined to eliminate unwanted autoreactive
specificities prior to export into the peripheral lymphoid com-
partment (Ref. 4 and references therein).

The earliest thymocytes, termed double negative (DN1– 4),
lack both CD4 and CD8 and expression of ��TCR complexes
(hereafter termed ��TCRs) (5). Within the DN3 stage, a pre-
TCR complex is generated comprised of a variable TCR� chain
disulfide-linked to the invariant pT� subunit. In turn, the
pT�-� heterodimer is noncovalently complexed with the same
CD3 dimers as found in the ��TCR, namely CD3��, CD3��,
and CD3�� (1, 2). This pre-TCR complex triggers cellular sur-
vival and expansion and, importantly, induces expression of
CD4 and CD8 co-receptors so that the thymocytes transit to the
DP (CD4�CD8�) thymocyte stage where rearrangement of
the TCR� gene occurs. Only at the DP stage is the ��TCR
expressed. The pre-TCR signaling process, termed � selection,
also controls allelic exclusion of the TCR� locus in a given cell
(6). Pre-TCR signaling components include tyrosine kinases
Lck, Fyn, and ZAP-70 (7–9) with Notch-1, Notch-1 ligand DL4,
interleukin 7, and CXCR4 supporting pre-TCR function (5, 10).
Although ��TCR DP thymocyte selection processes involve
pMHC-dependent positive (survival) and negative (deletion)
selection, pre-TCR signaling by contrast has been viewed as
ligand-independent (11).

In recent studies, however, we showed both by solution NMR
and biomembrane force probe analyses that the pre-TCR is a
pMHC-binding receptor whose ligation triggers calcium flux
and modulates DP development (12). In line with this, pre-TCR
ligand independence previously ascribed to pT� charge-based
receptor oligomerization has been impugned (13). The ligand-
dependent pre-TCR pathway operates in parallel with mecha-
nisms that foster “tonic” developmental progression (12),
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explaining why pre-TCR ectodomain deletions (14) or MHC
loss (15) does not abrogate thymocyte progression.

During immune surveillance, mature �� T cells scan their
environment, physically binding and crawling over structures
while undergoing cell motility processes that can generate ten-
sile and shear stresses over a wide range of forces (pN to nN).
Additionally, forces within the cell through cytoskeletal (actin,
microtubule, etc.) rearrangements can couple to membrane-
bound structures such as the ��TCR complex (16). Direct evi-
dence that the TCR acts as a mechanosensor was experimen-
tally shown through optical tweezer-based measurements that
presented pMHC-coated beads to surface-bound ��TCRs,
where mere binding without force was insufficient for trigger-
ing, but tangential force resulted in T cell activation, leading
us to propose a mechanical model for signal transduction
(17). The concept of bond strengthening with force recon-
ciles the discrepancy between the exquisite sensitivity and
specificity of the ��TCR on the one hand and its low affinity
for ligand in the absence of physical load on the other hand
(17–20). A nonlinear response of the ��TCR-pMHC bond
was recently shown in biomembrane force probe and optical
trap assays where single molecule interactions are probed
(21, 22). As a consequence of these and additional studies,
the role of force in TCR-based signaling is becoming more
readily appreciated (21–24).

Similar to surveillance motions found in mature T cells,
developing thymocytes go through a series of migratory cell
motions both at the DN and post-DN stages. At the DP thymo-
cyte stage, expression of plexinD1, which controls �1 integrin
and chemokine-linked motility of maturing thymocytes, is
modulated, directing them toward the thymic medulla and set-
ting the stage for positive and negative selection of the large
��TCR repertoire noted above (Refs. 25, 26 and references
therein). Although there are many models that may help to
elucidate T-lineage maturation, given that cell motion is asso-
ciated with this process, there is likely to be a strong mechanical
component to thymocyte development. Of note, if proper pre-
TCR signaling is not present, the DN thymocytes do not pro-
gress effectively to DP thymocytes (6).

Given that the ��TCR has been shown to function as a
mechanosensor (Ref. 27 and references therein) and the pre-
TCR shares many structural features, we here used single mol-
ecule (SM) analysis to reveal that the pre-TCR apparatus
employs similar dynamic bond strengthening under load
involving structural transition and allosteric control to pretune
� chain function prior to that of the ��TCR. Force-based dis-
crimination, central to the function of the ��TCR, is now
shown to be conserved in its developmental precursor, the pre-
TCR. Moreover, there are reversible structural rearrangements
necessary for strengthened binding under force, a long sought-
after conformational change accompanying pMHC ligation,
revealed with techniques targeted to a receptor evolved to
leverage the dynamic nature of a mature T cell or progenitor
scanning its environment. This conformational change is
essential for determining receptor specificity in both TCR and
pre-TCR.

Results

Pre-TCR Shares Ligand Recognition Features with TCR—The
pre-TCR heterodimer has an unpaired V� domain and an
exposed hydrophobic patch, whereas the TCR�� heterodimer
comprises a paired V module that occludes the patch (Fig. 1A).
The more membrane-proximal constant module in the TCR��
heterodimer consists of � and � constant domains (C� and C�,
respectively). In the pre-TCR, the constant module incorpo-
rates pT� and C� domains. The C� FG-loop, a functionally
critical structure (28, 29) shown to gate ligand discrimination in

FIGURE 1. Single molecule assay for measuring pre-TCR/pMHC interac-
tion. A, comparison of pre-TCR (left) and TCR�� (right) extracellular domains.
The pre-TCR contains three domains as follows: C� and V� (blue) and pT�
(pink), an invariant partner much like the C� domain. pMHC (not shown) inter-
acts with V� CDR loops (white) and hydrophobic patch (yellow). The FG loop
(red) buttresses the connection between C� and V� domains. The TCR��
contains four domains, including additional CDR loops from V� at the pMHC
interacting surface. The patch is located at the dimerization interface of V�
with V� in TCR��. Figure was created using PyMOL (57) using Protein Data
Bank entries 3OF6 (Pre-TCR) and 1NFD (TCR��). B, pre-TCR assay creates teth-
ers between a pMHC bound through biotin streptavidin to a surface coated
with a mixture of covalently attached PEG and PEG-biotin and a leucine zipper
paired pT�-� heterodimer tethered to a bead through a 2H11 half-antibody
linked to a 1-�m strand of DNA. The sample is moved and bead displacement
is monitored in the trap exerting force on a tether until breakage. C, represen-
tative trace for pre-TCR/pMHC interactions. The tether is pulled to a fixed
distance (black) where pre-dwell (green), post-dwell (blue), and tether break
(red) features are observed. Details of the transition between pre- and post-
dwell states show a structural transition of about 10 nm. Note that display of
time-versus-distance plots is oriented in the opposite way to that of Ref. 21.
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the clonotypic TCR�� heterodimer (hereafter TCR��) (21),
remains similarly structured in the pre-TCR. However, recep-
tor performance is strikingly impacted by V� pre-TCR topol-
ogy. Highly reversible structural transitions and relaxed pMHC
specificity are fostered in the pre-TCR as described below.

Probing Pre-TCR/pMHC Interaction Using SM Optical
Tweezers Assay—The TCR�� and pre-TCR pT�-� het-
erodimers consist of ectodomains, transmembrane segments,
and cytoplasmic tails in each of their subunits. For pMHC bind-
ing studies, recombinant heterodimeric ectodomains were gen-
erated as described under “Experimental Procedures.” Our
optical tweezers-based SM assay isolates the pre-TCR/pMHC
interaction to a coverslip surface in a tethered bead configura-
tion (Fig. 1B). The pT�-� heterodimer, fused to an acid-base
leucine zipper (LZ) at the C terminus and expressed eukaryoti-
cally, is tethered through a 1-�m-long 3520-bp dsDNA mole-
cule covalently linked to a zipper-specific half-antibody 2H11
(see Fig. 1B and “Experimental Procedures” for details) (21).
Force-lifetime measurements were performed by translating
the sample relative to the trapped bead and dwelling at a fixed
position/force until bond rupture. The forces investigated are
consistent with those observed physiologically based on ten-
sion sensors (30). Conformational extensions representing
structural transitions are seen as displacements of the bead
toward the trap center prior to bond breakage, which causes an
abrupt snap back of the bead position within the trap (Fig. 1C).

Ligand Discrimination of Pre-TCR by Catch Bond Mech-
anism—To gauge the generality of our findings with respect to
pMHC binding by pre-TCRs, we expressed and purified two
pre-TCR pT�-� heterodimers using distinct � chains, one
derived from the N15TCR�� and a second from the
N30TCR�� (31). Although these CD8 cytotoxic T cell-derived
��TCRs both recognize the vesicular stomatitis virus nucleo-
protein octapeptide (VSV8) bound to H-2Kb MHC class I mole-
cule (VSV8/Kb), the respective peptide specificities of the pre-
TCRs have not been explored in depth (12). We discuss each of
these in turn beginning with the N15pre-TCR. As shown in Fig.
2, A and B, mechanical force dramatically enhances the bond
lifetime of pre-TCR/pMHC interactions. For the N15pre-TCR
interaction with VSV8/Kb ligand, for example, bond lifetime
counter-intuitively lengthens with increasing force with a
peak lifetime centered at 10 –20 pN, not dissimilar to the
N15TCR�� interaction with VSV8/Kb (Fig. 2, A and B). This
behavior is characteristic of “catch bond” phenomena de-
scribed for TCRs and other receptor ligand interactions
(Refs. 21, 22, 32 and references therein). By varying the peptides
bound to the H-2 MHC class I Kb molecule, including VSV8/Kb,
chicken ovalbumin OVA(257–264)/Kb, the ovalbumin variant
Q4H7/Kb, the Sendai virus nucleoprotein SEV9(324 –332)/Kb,
as well as the class II MHC-bound peptide complex OVA(323–
339)/I-Ad, we were able to gauge the cross-reactive potential of
the pre-TCR. The N15pre-TCR also forms a strong catch bond
with Q4H7/Kb, a weak catch bond with OVA/Kb, and a slip
bond with SEV9/Kb (Fig. 2B). The interaction with OVA(323–
339)/I-Ad is not shown because it formed very few tethers and
was too weak to measure. Although the response to ligands for
this N15pre-TCR is broader than that of the N15TCR�� (12),
the force lifetime plots (Fig. 2B) nevertheless suggest that the

pre-TCR discriminates among peptides bound to the same
MHC class I molecule (Kb).

Structural Transition of the Pre-TCR during pMHC Liga-
tion—During pMHC recognition, a structural transition is seen
for the pre-TCRs consistent with that previously observed with
N15TCR�� (21). Representative distance versus time traces for
single loaded pre-TCR/pMHC and TCR��/pMHC interac-
tions are shown in Fig. 2A. In contrast to the TCR��, the pre-
TCR transition appears at slightly weaker force, occurring ear-
lier in our traces, typically during the force ramp phase or
immediately after force loading (Fig. 2A, left panel). The total
displacement magnitude of the force-induced transition is
somewhat higher for the N15pre-TCR compared with the
N15TCR�� (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, as observed for the TCR��
(21), the transition magnitude correlates with bond lifetime
(Fig. 2, B and C). Worm-like chain (WLC) fits were performed
for the N15pre-TCR conformational transitions for a series of
pMHC interactions, namely Q4H7, VSV8, OVA, and SEV9, and
apparent contour lengths were computed. Note the WLC fits
assume a model where the transition represents unfolding of a
polypeptide, and the persistence length of the unfolded ele-

FIGURE 2. Pre-TCR manifests pMHC-dependent bond strengthening and
structural transition. A, representative traces for the N15pre-TCR (top) and
N15TCR�� (bottom) pulling records with details of the transition (right) cor-
responding to the boxed area in the left trace. B, lifetime versus force plots for
N15pre-TCR interacting with a variety of pMHC complexes (H-2Kb bound with
indicated peptides) (solid colored traces). A two-peak structure is seen for
VSV8 and Q4H7 compared with a single peak for the N15TCR�� interacting
with VSV8 (dashed green). C, force displacement plots for N15 receptors inter-
acting with the Kb bound peptides shown in B. WLC fits were performed for
N15pre-TCR conformational transitions for a series of pMHC interactions. The
apparent contour lengths for N15pre-TCR were 17.1, 15.5, 12.6, and 11.9 nm
for Q4H7, VSV8, OVA, and SEV9, respectively. A persistence length of 0.61 nm
for an unfolded polypeptide was assumed in the fits. Although the WLC fits
(solid lines in C) assume an unfolded polypeptide and extend to zero transi-
tion distance, they help to parameterize the overall structural transition
observed in our pulling traces, spanning 6 –15 nm, which can be due to mul-
tiple sources such as unfolding, domain rotation, and conformational change.
B and C, points show mean � S.E.
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ments is much smaller than the contour length. Here the appar-
ent contour length may include unfolding as well as conforma-
tional change and domain rotations, which manifests a profile
of a WLC fit (33). Thus, fit results should be interpreted to
quantify the relative changes associated with this series of
pMHC interactions rather than full unfolding. These observa-
tions are consistent with the greater compliance of the pre-TCR
due to the pT�-� lacking a V� domain to buttress or restrict
V�, in contrast to the four domain TCR��.

Pre-TCR Manifests a Complex Force-bond Lifetime Curve—
The N15 pre-TCR/pMHC force-lifetime plots (Fig. 2B) mani-
fest a more complex profile than that of N15TCR��, which
appears as a single peak (Fig. 2B). For the N15pre-TCR interac-
tion with VSV8/Kb, we observe two peaks, one at �12 pN and
the second at 20 pN, with an average lifetime of 4 and 2.5 s,
respectively. This dual catch bond profile is particularly evident
for the pMHC ligand Q4H7/Kb.

V� Patch Is Essential for High Force Binding in the Pre-TCR—
To determine how the V� patch contributes to this complex
structured profile of bond lifetime, we prepared an N15� triple
alanine mutant (12) that diminishes exposure of surface patch
residues (Q37A/L43A/F103A) and paired it with pT� to form
the MP3pre-TCR. We performed rupture measurements on
MP3 using two strong pMHC binders (Fig. 3A). As shown, MP3
forms a catch bond at �8 pN with VSV8/Kb and Q4H7/Kb with
short lifetimes of 2 s relative to N15pre-TCR (dark versus light
colors, respectively in Fig. 3A). Representative comparisons of
bond lifetimes at 10 pN for N15pre-TCR and N15MP3pre-
TCR with VSV8/Kb are shown in Fig. 3B. Moreover, by com-
parison with N15pre-TCR, the stronger second catch bond
peak with the N15MP3pre-TCR for these pMHC ligands is
abrogated. Both the reduction in lifetime of the first catch bond

and loss of the second catch bond for MP3 suggest that the
patch domain plays a significant role in bond strengthening as
quantified in Fig. 3C. Mutating the patch also impacts the pre-
TCR ligand discrimination observed at higher force when com-
paring specificity for VSV8/Kb versus SEV9/Kb (Fig. 3D). Of
note, the pre-TCR peptide specificity is significantly less than
that of the N15TCR��. The weakened N15MP3pre-TCR inter-
action with pMHC seen in these studies clarifies why MP3
yielded reduced proliferation and development of post-DN3
thymocytes in thymic stromal cultures described previously
(12) and in light of new functional data herein.

Conformational Changes Are Necessary for pMHC Bond Life-
time Prolongation with Pre-TCR as Well as TCR—The loaded
pre-TCR/pMHC interaction consists of pre-transition and
post-transition dwell periods. For the pre-TCR and TCR��, we
pooled and calculated the cumulative dwell time distributions
and find they exhibit single exponential kinetics with �4.6
times longer post-transition dwells compared with pre-transi-
tion dwells (Fig. 4, A and B). Dwell times for TCR�� increased
2-fold relative to the more compliant pre-TCR. Plots for both
pre-TCR and TCR�� bond lifetimes as a function of force dem-
onstrate that the post-transition state exhibits the catch bond
profile, although the slip character of the pre-dwell suggests
structural transition occurs prior to bond strengthening (Fig. 4,
C and D). Slip bond lifetimes exponentially decay with load
accelerating the rate of bond rupture. Catch bonds exhibit an
initial increase in lifetime, strengthening with force, followed by
a decrease in lifetime with even more force. Thus, force cata-
lyzes structural transitions in pre-TCR and TCR��, giving rise
to a new extended conformation primarily responsible for sta-
bilization and strengthened binding. Mathematical fitting of
the pre-dwell as a function of force demonstrates a longer dis-

FIGURE 3. Patch region has significant influence on pre-TCR force-dependent bond strengthening. A, comparison of V� patch mutant N15 MP3pre-TCR
(MP3) (dark curves) with wild-type N15pre-TCR (N15) (light curves) with indicated H-2Kb-bound peptides. The N15pre-TCR curves were taken from Fig. 2B for
ease of overlay comparison of force bond lifetimes. B, representative traces comparing N15MP3pre-TCR to N15pre-TCR interacting with VSV8/Kb (VSV8)
demonstrate reduced bond lifetime for the patch mutant. C, relative gain in lifetime due to the presence of patch region binding, comparing N15pre-TCR to
N15MP3pre-TCR for VSV8/Kb (blue) and Q4H7/Kb (brown). Lifetime gain � (N15pre-TCR lifetime)/(N15MP3pre-TCR lifetime). D, sensitivity index (S.I � (bond
lifetime with VSV8/Kb)/(bond lifetime with SEV9/Kb)) as a function of force for N15pre-TCR (blue), N15TCR�� (green), and N15MP3pre-TCRmutant (red) with
details of boxed area to the right. A, C, and D, points show mean � S.E.
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tance to the transition state for the pre-TCR compared with
TCR�� (Table 1). The greater the distance, the more influence
force has over the energetics of the transition state barriers.
Relatively slower rates and shorter distance to transition state
for TCR�� implies that it is stabilized compared with the
pre-TCR.

Reversible Structural Transitions during Single Binding
Events—The pre-TCR transition exhibited a reversible two-
state behavior (Fig. 4E). Transitioning between states was also
seen in TCR�� but with much lower probability (Fig. 4F). A
close examination of the reversible transition magnitude indi-

cates that the complete transition includes one or more inter-
mediate states. Energetically, force acting over the transition
distance will modify the probability of the system being in the
compact or extended state. At low force, the compact state is
favored. As force increases, the extended state is favored. The
direction is opposite for the forward and reverse transition, and
thus force across the system will favor the extended state and
disfavor the compact. The respective dwell periods, and corre-
sponding transition rates, are exponentially related to the
change in force/energy, for a given transition distance. We
calculated the transition kinetics as a function of force for both
N15pre-TCR and N15TCR�� systems interacting with
VSV8/Kb and found linear relationships on a log rate versus
force plot (Fig. 5A). The crossing points where the forward and
reverse transition rates are equal, in equilibrium, are at 14.5 and
13.8 pN for the N15pre-TCR and N15TCR�� respectively (Fig.
5A). These crossing points represent the force where both
receptors have an equal probability of being compact or
extended with an average lifetime of 0.073 and 0.19 s for
N15pre-TCR and N15TCR��, respectively. Given the equilib-
rium force is similar in both pre-TCR and TCR��, a common �
subunit is presumably the element responsible for controlling
the transition. Fig. 5B shows a schematic of one such receptor
hopping between compact and extended states. In comparing
the pre-TCR with TCR��, the overall reversible transition
rate for N15pre-TCR is 1 order of magnitude faster than
N15TCR�� (Fig. 5C) suggesting the V� domain stabilizes the
extended conformation of N15TCR��.

C� FG Loop Is Critical for Pre-TCR Ligand Discrimination at
Higher Force—The similarity in mechanosensor performance
between pre-TCR and TCR�� systems suggests that receptor
selection and development are largely controlled by modulat-
ing the strength of binding at the pMHC-receptor interface.
Because the TCR�� interaction with pMHC was shown to be
modulated by the C� FG loop (21), we ascertained whether this
is also the case for the pre-TCR, either by ligating the loop with
H57 Fab (34) to lock this element in place (Fig. 6, A and B) or,
alternatively, by deleting the FG loop through site-directed
mutagenesis. As shown in Fig. 6, B and C, stabilizing the FG
loop with the H57 Fab dramatically increases the N15pre-TCR/
pMHC bond lifetime. The catch bond formed at �15 pN has an
average lifetime of �40 s as opposed to 4 s without Fab addition.
Irrelevant control Fab addition (H28) was without effect (data
not shown). In contrast, deleting the FG loop destabilizes the
pMHC interaction with the pre-TCR (Fig. 6C). As shown in Fig.
6D, the N15pre-TCR mutant �FGpre-TCR converts a catch
bond profile to a slip bond for both VSV8/Kb and SEV9/Kb

suggesting that the FG loop allosterically modulates the �
chain-mediated pMHC interaction thereby controlling the
mechanosensing of the pre-TCR apparatus. In comparison
with the wild type (WT) N15pre-TCR ligand specificity profile
in Fig. 2B, this result as further detailed in Fig. 6E is striking.
With respect to the pre-TCR, it is noteworthy that the develop-
mental transition of DN3 to DN4 thymocytes is reduced in
N15�FGpre-TCR Rag2�/� mice relative to WTN15pre-TCR
Rag2�/� mice (29). The present results imply that diminution
of pre-TCR/pMHC bond lifetime negatively impacts expansion
and developmental progression as described below.

FIGURE 4. Bond strengthening for pre-TCR and TCR�� occurs following
the structural transition with reversible hopping of receptor molecules
between states. A, pre-TCR cumulative probability for pre-dwell (green) and
post-dwell (blue) distributions exhibit single exponential character with time
constants (in seconds) shown. B, comparable TCR�� cumulative probability
analysis shows single exponential fitting. For both pre-TCR and TCR��, the
post-dwell time is �5 times larger compared with the pre-dwell time. Force
versus lifetime plots for pre-TCR (C) and TCR�� (D) show bond strengthening
in the post-transition state. Points show mean � S.E. Representative traces at
�10 pN showing reversible transitioning for pre-TCR (E) and TCR�� (F). Posi-
tion distributions (shown to the right of each panel) reveal the relative popu-
lation of dwells in the compact or extended state under load. The initial loca-
tion of the pre-dwell, prior to any extension, is indicated in green. The position
distributions, which spans the reversible region of the trace shown in blue, is
fit to the sum of two Gaussian distributions separated by the displacements
indicated in the graph. A small displacement is typically observed between
the initial green dwell location and the states that exhibit reversible transi-
tioning. Force influences the relative probability of being in the more com-
pact or extended state. E, system favors the more compact state. F, longer
dwells are observed in the more extended state.
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No Evidence for Pre-TCR Dimerization Relevant to Sustain
pMHC Interaction—Because earlier crystallographic studies
suggested that pre-TCR homodimers might exist either in
head-to-tail or head-to-head configurations (35, 36), we
directly tested those possibilities by tethering pre-TCRs on
beads as well as surfaces (Fig. 7A). Although formally both par-
allel (36) and antiparallel (35) arrangements (Fig. 7A, boxed) are
possible in this single molecule system, the strength of the pre-
TCR/pre-TCR interaction was minimal compared with that of
the pre-TCR/pMHC (VSV8/Kb) (Fig. 7B) and showed low
tether counts per field of view. Tether counts for MP3 patch
mutant homodimers were much lower than counts for WT
(3.9 � 0.3/field of view weakly associated tethers compared
with 21.6 � 0.5 measurable tethers/field for WT interactions,
p � 0.00001), suggesting any such dimerization interaction is
through the patch. However, because the V� patch is critical for
strong pre-TCR binding to pMHC but occluded by pre-TCR
homodimerization, these data reveal that an individual pT�-�
heterodimer rather than a dimer of heterodimers is the recep-
tor for pMHC in early thymocyte development. Whether pre-
TCR homodimerization might negatively regulate pMHC
binding under physiological conditions remains a formal pos-
sibility but appears unlikely given its weakness relative to the

pre-TCR/pMHC interaction strength in SM analysis con-
ducted here.

Force-induced Ligand Discrimination Is Also Observed for the
N30pre-TCR—The N30pre-TCR (12, 31), which utilizes a dis-
tinct V� from N15pre-TCR, V�13 versus V� 5.2, with only 40%
identity between V domains, exhibits binding profiles qualita-
tively similar to those seen for the N15 TCR and pre-TCR for a
variety of pMHC ligands, including the canonical N30TCR��
ligand VSV8/Kb (Fig. 8A). The N30pre-TCR forms a weak catch
bond at 10 pN with VSV8/Kb exhibiting an average lifetime of
2 s, but it forms stronger catch bonds with OVA and Q4H7
compared with the VSV8 (Fig. 8, A and B). Like the N15pre-
TCR, the N30pre-TCR forms a two-peak profile with Q4H7/Kb

at 10 and 20 pN (Fig. 8B). Note, however, a second peak is not
evident for N30pre-TCR with the other ligands tested. Thus,
the N15 and N30 pre-TCRs manifest distinct pMHC ligand
binding preferences. A similar transition to that seen in
N15pre-TCR is observed with N30pre-TCR, but note how the
N30pre-TCR manifests an �4-nm larger transition distance for
OVA compared with VSV8 (Fig. 8, B and C). We also find that
N30pre-TCR exhibits reversible transitioning in its interaction
with OVA/Kb and Q4H7/Kb (Fig. 8, D and E, respectively) dem-
onstrating the generality of this phenomena among pre-TCR
and pMHC ligands.

Functional Demonstration of Importance of the V� Patch
Region—As shown in Fig. 9A, the N15 MP3pre-TCR as well as
the comparable N30 MP3pre-TCR mutant drove significantly
diminished thymocyte expansion beyond the DN3 thymocyte
stage (DN4, immature single positive, DP, and mature single
positive thymocytes) than their wild type pre-TCR counter-
parts. Significant differences were also observed at the DN3
stage as well (data not shown). These data confirm the impor-
tance of the patch in early thymocyte development. Note that
not all pre-TCR-expressing thymocytes progress equivalently
through subsequent developmental stages. Hence, the N30pre-
TCR induces greater development and proliferation of post-
DN3 cells than the N15pre-TCR. Because N30� is utilized as a
subunit in the dominant TCR�� specific for VSV8/Kb in B6
mice (31) this is of interest, implying that early fitness for self-
pMHC at the DN stage may have contributed to repertoire
selection for mature N30 ��T cells. As the V� CDR3 residues
impact patch region access and distinct V� domains display
sequence differences therein, some differential patch binding
to pMHC among pre-TCRs is expected (Fig. 9B). Note that the
CDR3 of N30� potentially modifies ligand accessibility to patch
residues, in comparison with CDR3 of N15� that leaves a more
“open” approach, illustrating the potential for recombination to

TABLE 1
Bell model fit parameters for pre-dwell and reversible transition kinetics

System Case k1 x1
≠ k2 x2

≠

s�1 nm s�1 nm
Pre-dwell fits to the full transition

N15preTCR-VSV8/Kb Pre-dwell 0.544 � 0.49 1.16 � 0.41 5.47 � 1.86 0.064 � 0.07
N15TCR��-VSV8/Kb Pre-dwell 1.09 � 0.176 0.134 � 0.05

Reversible transition fits
N15preTCR-VSV8/Kb Extended 3.46 � 1.2 0.39 � 0.13
N15preTCR-VSV8/Kb Compact 263 � 106 0.81 � 0.22
N15TCR��-VSV8/Kb Extended 1.06 � 0.37 0.48 � 0.14
N15TCR��-VSV8/Kb Compact 168 � 108 1.03 � 0.51

FIGURE 5. Kinetic analysis of reversible and single transitions. A, log of
compact/extended rate versus force plots of reversible transitions (circles for
compact, square for extended) and single transitions (diamonds) for VSV8/Kb

with pre-TCR and TCR��. Points show mean � S.E. In reversible transition, the
rate of transitioning to the compact state (kc) for both the pre-TCR (events,
n � 38) and TCR�� (n � 33) decreases with force. The rate of extending (ke)
increases with force for both pre-TCR (n � 41) and TCR�� (n � 43). Plots are
fitted using logarithmic equation of Bell model: k � k1exp(�xF/kbT) (Table 1).
Compact and extended transition rates converge at a point, the equilibrium
force, where faster rates are observed for the pre-TCR compared with TCR��.
B, schematic profile of a reversible transition, showing hopping between
compact and extended states with the compact rate (kc � 1/	e) and extended
rate (ke � 1/	c), where 	e is the lifetime of extended state, and 	c is the lifetime
of compact state. C, overall average refolding/compact rate (kc) for pre-TCR
and TCR�� with VSV8/Kb. Bars show mean � S.E.
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change patch accessibility, perhaps modulating developmental
progression. Variability in patch residues between germline V
genes may also likely impact binding behavior.

Pre-TCR Promotes Expansion of pMHC-reactive Thymo-
cytes—Using CRISPR/Cas9 to create MHC-deficient OP9-DL4
stromal cells (Fig. 10A), we were able to show significantly
diminished DN3 thymocyte proliferation and progression
through DN4 to DP (Fig. 10B). This finding clearly underscores

the pMHC dependence of a major component of early thymo-
cyte development on self-pMHC. This diminishment of prolif-
eration at the DN3 thymocyte stage and beyond was reversed
with reintroduction of single chain VSV8-H-2Kb into the MHC
class I null stromal cultures (Fig. 10B), in agreement with the
importance of pre-TCR recognition of pMHC on thymic
stroma for developmental progression. These results show that,
in fact, it is the pre-TCR/self-pMHC interaction that fosters

FIGURE 6. C� FG loop allosterically controls pT�-� heterodimer bond strength contributing to force-initiated dynamic signaling. A, single molecule
assay showing stabilization of the pre-TCR-VSV8/Kb bond via the C� FG loop-specific H57 Fab. Box shows the schematic structural representation of pre-
TCR�H57 Fab complex. This was created by visually overlaying TCR� within PDB 1NFD onto TCR� from PDB 3OF6 to place H57 onto the pre-TCR using PyMOL
(57). B, H57 causes bond strengthening, revealed in force versus lifetime plot for VSV8/Kb. C, representative traces at indicated forces showing bond strength-
ening and sustained binding in H57 Fab (top trace) at 15 pN which typically do not exhibit a transition. In contrast, early transitioning is observed in the
N15�FGpre-TCR-VSV8/Kb system (bottom traces). The transition is indicated by the green color followed by a post-transition state in blue. For the FG loop
deletion, the transition occurs early in the pulling records, typically during the ramp phase. Rupture (red color) also occurs during the ramp phase for these
records at 10, 16, and 20 pN. D, FG loop deletion in the N15pre-TCR (�FGpre-TCR) abolishes strengthened binding. The N15preTCR curve derives from Fig. 2B.
E, �FGpre-TCR lacks ligand discrimination, with similar bond lifetimes with VSV8/Kb and SEV9/Kb. B, D, and E, points show mean � S.E.

FIGURE 7. Direct test of dimerization interaction with surface and bead tethered pre-TCRs. A, single molecule assay for pre-TCR dimerization. B, compar-
ison between N15pre-TCR/N15pre-TCR interaction (black) and N15pre-TCR/pMHC (blue) bond lifetimes over different forces. This comparison uses N15pre-
TCR/pMHC data from Fig. 2B. Points show mean � S.E.
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proliferation and progression. Of further interest, at the DN3
stage pre-TCR cross-linking with anti-CD3� mAb, a strong
activation stimulus, alone or in conjunction with the co-stimu-
lator anti-CD28 mAb does not induce reduction in cell num-
bers (Fig. 11A) or apoptosis as assessed by annexin staining (Fig.
11, B and C) in contrast to these consequences at the DP or
other post-DN3 stages. These findings are consistent with a
role for the pre-TCR in propagating thymocytes selected by
ligand-induced activation. We find no evidence for a “negative”
selection process at the DN3 stage of development. Once the
cells progress to DN4 and beyond, however, apoptosis is readily
activated, pointedly even in the absence of TCR�� because we
introduced the � chain into Rag2�/� thymocytes with no
capacity to rearrange endogenous TCR� genes. These findings
show that developmental programming of receptor activation
at the DN3 stage is quite distinct from that occurring at later
stages.

Discussion

From an energetic perspective, the TCR transitions �10 nm
at a force of �15 pN representing �150 pN�nm, or about 37
kBT, of work done on the system. Similar energetics apply to the
pre-TCR. This is the equivalent to the energy available from
hydrolysis of �2 ATP molecules. The initial extension, revers-
ible transition, or both may energize the mechanosensor appa-
ratus, transferring energy to drive conformational changes in
CD3 domain transmembrane segments of the receptor com-
plex, membrane lipid constituents, or other species coupled to
the loaded structure. Such energy can facilitate downstream
signaling, delivering energy to membrane-bound pre-TCR or
��TCR complex components, and ultimately lead to T-lineage
activation. Given the reversible nature of the transition, this
energy can potentially be stored in the extended state and
returned to the system through recoil of the receptor complex.
The extended structure may permit binding of pre-TCR or
��TCR complex components such as CD3 dimers to cryptic
sites on pT�-� or TCR�� heterodimers not normally accessi-
ble to unloaded states. The fact that both pre-TCR and TCR��
have similar energetic requirements suggests the following. 1)
They power a common cellular mechanism. 2) The pre-TCR
V� CDR loops likely partner with the V� patch to mediate
binding to achieve the threshold for energizing this mechano-
sensor, whereas the TCR�� exploits V� and V� CDRs (Fig. 1).
3) The mechanosensor operates far from thermal equilibrium,
driven by an energetically rich environment using energy har-
vested from cell motility and other surveillance operations reg-
ulated by chemokines, integrins, plexins, and semaphorins (25,
37). Although the pre-TCR and TCR�� have similar energetic
requirements, the pre-TCR exhibits more reversible transition-
ing (Fig. 5C). The signaling requirements for DN3 and DN4
thymocytes are probably different compared with DP or single
positive thymocytes or mature T cells. Given the increased
ligand binding promiscuity of the pre-TCR, the opportunity for

FIGURE 8. Force-induced bond strengthening, structural transition, and
reversible hopping are also seen in N30pre-TCR/pMHC interactions. A,
representative traces of N30pre-TCR/pMHC interaction. Pulling records are at
�10 pN for N30pre-TCR/pMHC interactions. Colors indicate the ramp phase
(black), pre-dwell (green), post-dwell (blue), and rupture (red). The weak bind-
ing ligands SEV9/Kb and VSV8/Kb transition early in the trace, and the stronger
interacting ligands OVA/Kb and Q4H7/Kb show more extended lifetime. B,
lifetime versus force plots for N30pre-TCR interacting with a variety of pMHC
complexes (H-2Kb bound with indicated peptides) (solid colored traces). A
two-peak structure is seen for Q4H7 (orange). B and C, points show mean �
S.E. C, force versus extension plots for N30pre-TCR interacting with the pep-
tides shown in B along with WLC fits. The apparent contour lengths for the
N30pre-TCR were 17.6, 15.7, 13.8, and 12.9 nm for OVA, Q4H7, VSV8, and SEV9,
respectively. Representative traces at �15 pN exhibiting reverse transition-
ing in the N30pre-TCR with OVA/Kb (D) and Q4H7/Kb (E). The full trace is
shown (left) and detail (right).

FIGURE 9. Impact of hydrophobic patch on pre-TCR function. A, mutagen-
esis of patch residues in N15� or N30� produces defects in proliferation and
development beyond DN3 stage (MP3). TCR�-transduced rag2�/� fetal liver
progenitor cells were cultured for 7 days in the OP9-DL4 stromal cell culture
system, and development was followed as described (12). n � 5 independent
experiments. Each of the five symbols corresponds to a separate experiment.
Thick bars represent mean, and thin bars represent S.D. with p values indi-
cated. B, CDR3 structural variability modulates patch access. Backbone trace
of N15� (blue) and N30�TCR (red) shown from the approximate perspective
of an approaching pMHC. Highlighted are side chain stick representations of
hydrophobic patch region residues in yellow with labels of each residue in
blue or red for N15� or N30�. PDB files 3Q5Y and 3Q5T were used for N15�
and N30�, respectively.
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triggering and mechanosensor activation might be more readily
available and facilitated by access to active Lck in the absence of
co-receptor sequestration (38). In contrast, the less reversible
TCR��, while still able to transition, stabilizes both the com-
pact and extended states slowing both forward and reverse rates
in comparison with the pre-TCR while maintaining a similar
equilibrium force. This added stability may tighten the require-
ments for triggering in TCR�� and help to ensure high fidelity
antigen-specific triggering. The similarity in equilibrium force
may reflect tight coupling of pre-TCR and TCR�� heterodimer
linkages to the associated CD3 mechanotransduction
apparatus.

Our results support the view that the pre-TCR V� patch
functions as a surrogate V�-binding surface, strengthening V�
interactions with pMHC mediated by its CDRs to a point where
the mechanosensor apparatus can be engaged (Fig. 12). The

mechanosensor features, including allosteric FG loop control,
bond strengthening, ligand discrimination, and conformational
transition are intrinsic to the pre-TCR apparatus. Our study,
surveying a range of pMHC ligands interacting with both
N15 and N30 pre-TCRs, revealed striking alterations in force-
dependent binding signatures, conformational extension, and
dynamics. Assuming these examples are representative of the �
chain repertoire within the thymus, these features underscore
the complexity of the mechanosensor system, which appears to
leverage combinatorial binding synergies between patch and
CDR loops with the ability to couple to subtle differences in
receptor ligand interactions. Differences between the pre-TCR
and TCR�� performance trend with the greater compliance of
the pre-TCR and its exposed patch associated with more pro-
miscuous ligand specificity. This broader ligand focus allows a
� chain to interact with multiple self-pMHC ligands in the

FIGURE 10. Elimination of pMHC in stromal cell cultures causes defects in proliferation of DN3 thymocytes and progression beyond DN3. A, generation
of H-2 class I-negative OP9-DL4 stromal cells and re-expression of VSV8/H-2Kb. Left panel, parental OP9-DL4 cells expressing H-2 class I (WT). Center panel,
�2-microglobulin and tap2-deficient OP9-DL4 cells (H-2 neg). Right panel, H-2 neg cells transfected with single chain VSV8 �2m-H-2Kb (H-2 neg � sc-H-2Kb). For
each FACS panel the red line indicates rat IgG isotype control, and the green line depicts staining with rat M1– 42 pan-H-2 class I. B, N15 or N30�-transduced
Rag2�/� fetal liver progenitor cells were cultured for 7– 8 days in the OP9-DL4 stromal cell culture system with either WT, �2m�/tap2� (H-2 neg), or H-2 neg
transduced with sc-H-2Kb (H-2 neg � sc-H-2Kb) prior to analysis via FACS for cell numbers at DN3 or DN4, CD8ISP, and DP (post-DN3). For N15�, n � 11
independent experiments; for N30�, n � 10. Individual experimental results are shown with mean � S.D. denoted as in Fig. 9.
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richly pMHC-arrayed stromal environment, affording DN3
growth/survival advantage to pMHC binding competent pre-
TCRs and imprinting self-reactivity in the developing reper-
toire. Self-reactivity can be modulated further through subse-
quent TCR� pairing at the DP stage of thymic selection to
eliminate TCR�� clonotypes with dangerous autoreactivity
while preserving weak self-MHC binding of ��TCRs required
for homeostatic T-cell proliferation (39, 40) also linked to
enhanced reactivity toward foreign peptide-MHC antigen (41).
The pre-TCR DN stage facilitates such properties through �
testing. The reversible nature of the pre-TCR extensions may

allow for repeated transitions through a recoil mechanism in
this dynamic structure coupled to CD3 signaling dimers. At
least in part, this behavior may relate to the activated state of
thymocytes in this DN3 compartment (11). Understanding
of the pre-TCR will offer insights into how the TCR is tuned
and functions to recognize pMHC ligands through stringent
filters of selection. Not surprisingly, this process is com-
plexly ordered, given the critical task of imbuing the adaptive
T-cell immune system with accurate self- versus non-self
discrimination.

Experimental Procedures

TCR�� and Pre-TCR Production and Purification—N15
TCR�� was produced as described previously (21, 42). Briefly,
separate chains were expressed in Freestyle 293F cells and puri-
fied from supernatants as a LZ paired heterodimer utilizing an
anti-LZ mAb. The TCR and pre-TCR constructs consist of V
and C ectodomains connected to the 20-amino acid LZ motif
via a 15-residue flexible linker sequence. The heterodimer was
covalently linked via the native disulfides located at the C-ter-
minal end of each ectodomain. Folded protein was purified via
LZ-specific antibody affinity column purification, as described
previously (42). For the pre-TCR, pT� was fused to the basic
component of the LZ, whereas N15 or N30� (12) was fused with
the acidic component as before. Yields were uniformly lower
for the pre-TCR than for the TCR�� constructs, with pT�-�
having a final yield of 0.4 �g/ml culture medium compared with
4 �g/ml previously seen for the N15TCR�� heterodimer. The
presence of both pT� and TCR� was confirmed through SDS-
PAGE separation, excision of the single band, trypsin digestion,
and detection of peptides unique to both pT� and TCR� by
electrospray mass spectrometry. In cases where more than a
single band was resolved via SDS-PAGE on material eluted
from affinity columns, a single column separation using Super-
dex S200 size exclusion chromatography was sufficient to iso-
late a single correct species.

Production of N15�FGpre-TCR and N15MP3pre-TCR—The
N15��FG construct wherein the C� FG loop was excised, as
described in Ref. 21, was used for co-transfection with pT� to
create N15pT���FG, also referred to as �FGpre-TCR. Addi-
tionally, a triple mutant (Q37A/L43A/F103A) of TCR� V
domain residues known to be important in pMHC binding and
promoting pre-T cell development (12), termed N15�MP3, was
constructed and co-expressed with pT�.

Preparation of Biotinylated pMHC and H57 Fab—Biotiny-
lated VSV8/Kb and SEV9/Kb were produced as described pre-
viously (21). Other pMHC complexes were obtained from the
Tetramer Facility, National Institutes of Health. Relevant pep-
tide sequences were as follows: VSV8, RGYVYQGL; SEV9,
FAPGNYPAL; OVA(257–264), SIINFEKL; Q4H7, SIIQFEHL;
and OVA(323–339), ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR. All peptides
bind Kb with the exception of OVA(323–339) that binds I-Ad.
Fab fragments of H57 mAb (42) were produced using a Pierce
micro preparation kit (Thermo Scientific).

Covalently Coupling the Half-antibody (2H11) to Single-
stranded DNA—ssDNA containing a 5	-phosphate and 3	-a-
mine ends was purchased from IDT. The IgG type LZ antibody
(2H11) was cleaved to form half-antibodies by 2-mercaptoeth-

FIGURE 11. Strong activation of pre-TCR results in no apoptosis or
reduced cellularity at the DN3 stage of development. A, activation of pre-
TCR-expressing thymocytes results in loss of cellularity only after progression
past DN3 stage. TCR�-transduced Rag2�/� progenitor cells were cultured for
6 days in the OP9-DL4 stromal cell culture system prior to transfer of equiva-
lent numbers to plates coated with anti-CD3, anti-CD3 � anti-CD28 mAbs, or
untreated control plates. After 24 h, thymocytes were analyzed for develop-
ment and cell numbers. Post-DN3 represents DN4, CD8 immature single pos-
itive and DP cells. n � 4 independent experiments with all data points, mean
and S.D., and p values provided. B, TCR�-transduced (N15 or N30) cells were
cultured for 3 days in the OP9-DL4 stromal cell culture system prior to transfer
of equivalent numbers to plates coated with anti-CD3 mAb or untreated con-
trol plates. After 24 h, thymocytes were analyzed by FACS for development,
viability, and annexin V levels. Representative traces are shown. C, annexin
V-positive cells are more prevalent in pre-TCR-activated anti-CD3 treated cul-
tures only after progression beyond DN3. B and C, n � 5 independent exper-
iments. A and C, bars show mean � S.D.
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ylamine reduction. This half-antibody was then subsequently
purified using desalted columns and covalently linked with the
3	 end of ssDNA by using a sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleim-
idomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate cross-linker.

Synthesis of DNA Handles and Tethers Binding to Beads—
Carboxyl-polystyrene beads (1 �m diameter, Polysciences)
were functionalized by cross-linking 3520-bp double-stranded
DNA oligonucleotide tethers to the bead surface using a carbo-
diimide cross-linker strategy (EDC chemistry). We utilized the
reverse primer TTT CCC GTG TCC CTC TCG AT/idSp/TTG
AAA TAC CGA CCG TGT GA and forward primer AAT CCG
CTT TGC TTC TGA CT. The dsDNA strands containing a
20-bp overhang on one end and an amine group on the other
end were synthesized by PCR of a 3500-bp region of the
M13mp18 plasmid with 5	 primers of an amino group and a
20-nucleotide overhang. DNA was covalently cross-linked to
the bead surface with 1-ethyl-3-(3–4-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride (Pierce Protein Research Prod-
ucts) as described earlier (43). The reaction was quenched with
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, and the beads were washed extensively
with TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) to
remove free oligonucleotides. Beads containing DNA handles
were stored at 4 °C. The DNA overhangs were eventually used
as a handle for fusion with a complementary ssDNA containing
the half-antibody 2H11.

Immobilizing TCR�� and Pre-TCRs on Beads—The 20-nu-
cleotide single-stranded overhang (5 phosphate-AT CGA GAG
GGA CAC GGG AAA-3 prime amino modifier with a six-car-
bon spacer) at the distal end of the bead-bound DNA tether was
designed to be complementary to that of the oligonucleotide
attached to the half-antibody 2H11. The strategy provides a
“sticky end” and allows for direct covalent coupling of the 2H11
and the functionalized beads via DNA ligation. For ligation,
beads having dsDNA were equilibrated in T4 DNA ligase buffer
(New England Biolabs), mixed with a complementary ssDNA
strand covalently linked to 2H11 and T4 DNA ligase (New Eng-
land Biolabs), and incubated overnight at 16 °C. After ligation,
the 2H11 half-antibodies were extended from the bead surface

by a 3520-bp tether of dsDNA. These beads were then centri-
fuged and resuspended with PBS buffer to remove excess
ssDNA. The resulting beads were then incubated with the pre-
TCR or TCR�� heterodimers (50 ng/�l) for 30 min at room
temperature. Excess receptors were separated from the beads
by repetitive centrifugations and resuspension with PBST
buffer. Beads were stored on ice prior to being introduced
within the flow cell of the optical tweezers experiments.

Single Molecule Optical Tweezers Experiments—For single
molecule measurements, the N15pre-TCR and pMHC com-
plex was tethered via a DNA spacer between a trapped bead and
glass surface as shown in Fig. 1B. Cover glass surfaces were
functionalized with 1% biotin/PEG silane mixed with 99% PEG/
silane similar to previously described work (21). Streptavidin (1
mg/ml) was introduced into a 10-�l flow cell prepared using
double-sided sticky tape, incubated for 10 min, and exchanged
with PBS buffer. A 20-�l volume of biotinylated pMHC (50
ng/1 �l) was introduced and incubated for 30 min and
exchanged again with PBS buffer. The next incubation stage
introduced a mixture of pre-TCR (100 ng/1 �l) and half-2H11-
DNA-beads (200 ng/�l), �H57 (1 mg/ml), which were incu-
bated for 30 min followed by exchange/wash of 100 �l of PBS
buffer and sealing with nail polish. The flow cell was loaded on
the optical-trapping instrument for measurements. Tethers
were found by eye and centered in the coincident trap/detector
laser using an automated centering procedure (44). Trap stiff-
ness was typically �0.20 pN/nm. Load was applied by displac-
ing the piezo stage relative to the trap, and bead positions were
antialias filtered at 1.5 kHz and recorded at 3 kHz until rupture.
After rupture, beads were calibrated for position sensing using
automated procedures. Control experiments where N15pre-
TCR was excluded from the assay resulted in the formation of
no tethers. The strength of the connecting elements along the
loading pathway were verified by the increased lifetime and
high force sustained by TCR-pMHC in the presence of H57
Fab, which contains identical connectivity.

Single Molecule Assay for Pre-TCR Dimerization—The pre-
TCR dimerization assay (Fig. 7A) utilized a biotin-PEG func-

FIGURE 12. Model of force-initiated pre-TCR signaling. During chemokine-driven DN3 movement (from left to right), interaction of a pre-TCR on a thymocyte
with self-pMHC on a stromal cell initiates via V� CDR3s (white oval with cyan circumference) resulting in formation of the first of two catch bonds, followed by
conformational change, V� patch interaction (white oval with red circumference) forming the second catch bond at higher force and � chain extension.
Subsequently, alterations of transmembrane segments, plasma membrane, and associated lipid constituents (yellow ball) occur. Immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activation module (blue cylinders) are released from the various CD3 subunits’ cytoplasmic segments, with downstream signaling following Lck-
mediated phosphorylation (not shown). Release, recoil, and shortening perpetuate membrane changes to prolong signaling. Note that extension of the
pre-TCR/pMHC complex may include conformational change, domain rotation, and unfolding. Only a section of the thymocyte membrane is shown. CD3�� is
in dark grey, pictured to the left for clarity. Other CD3 components are as follows: CD3� (yellow), CD3� (green), and CD3� (mint) with a second CD3� obscured in
this view. The � subunit is in blue; pT� is in pink, and the C� FG loop is represented by the undulatory magenta lines.
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tionalized cover glass to construct a flow cell as described
above. Streptavidin (1 mg/ml) was introduced and incubated
for 20 min. Excess streptavidin was removed by washing with 50
�l of PBS � 0.02% w/v Tween 20 (PBST). Next, 20 bp of DNA
containing biotin at one end and the N15pre-TCR at the other
end was introduced at 20 ng/�l and incubated for 30 min fol-
lowed by a PBST wash. N15pre-TCR functionalized beads were
then introduced and incubated for 30 min. Excess beads were
removed by repetitive washing with PBST. N15pre-TCR
dimers formed 21.6 � 0.5 tethers per field of view (�11,000
�m2). MP3 dimers exhibited 3.9 � 0.3 tethers per field of view.

Fits to Extract Force-dependent Transition Rates—Bell model
fits (Table 1) (45, 46) were performed for the N15pre-TCR-
VSV8/Kb and N15TCR��-VSV8/Kb pre-dwell distributions
found in Fig. 4, C and D. The fits were to Equation 1,

1

ton

 k1e�f � x1
/kT � k2e�f � x2
/kT (Eq. 1)

where parameters k1 and k2 represent the unloaded rates and
x1
 and x2
 represent the distance to the transition state. A
two-exponential fit was optimal for the N15pre-TCR-VSV8/Kb

and a single exponential fit for the N15TCR��-VSV8/Kb systems.
The force-dependent extension kN(f) and reverse transition rates
ku(f) were also determined by Bell model fits to our single molecule
data (Fig. 5A) for both N15pre-TCR and N15TCR�� with VSV8/
Kb. We obtained the rate of forward and reverse transition at zero
force as well as distances to the transition states for these directions
(Table 1) according to Equation 2,

k 
 k1ef � x1
/kT
(Eq. 2)

Ink 
 Ink1 � f � x1
/kT

where k1 represent the unloaded rate and x1
 the distance to
the transition state for the forward or reverse transition as indi-
cated. The slope (x1
) for forward transition (extended) is pos-
itive and negative for reverse transition (compact).

Contour Length Estimation from SM Pulling Experiments—
We applied a worm-like chain model (47) to fit the pre-TCR
conformational transition to obtain an effective contour length
(Figs. 2C and 8C). A persistence length of 0.61 nm was assumed
in the fits. The agonist pMHC exhibits a larger unfolding dis-
tance compared with a weak or irrelevant one. The WLC model
fits (appropriate for an unfolded polypeptide where the persis-
tence length is much smaller than the contour length) help to
parameterize the observed transitions. Although we believe a
portion of the transition may involve domain unfolding, other
motions such as conformational change and domain rotation
may contribute to the total transition distance.

OP9-DL4 Stromal Cell Culture—Development of pre-T cells
was assayed as described in detail in Ref. 12. Pre-TCR contain-
ing a V� patch mutant of N30� (Q37A/P43A/F104A, N30�-
MP3) was constructed analogously to the N15�-MP3 (12).

OP9-DL4 Stromal Cell Culture Apoptosis Measurements—
Apoptosis was measured in a modified version of this proce-
dure wherein TCR�-transduced (N15 or N30) fetal liver pro-
genitor cells from Rag2�/� mice were cultured for 3 or 6 days
for the annexin V analysis or cell number analysis, respectively,

in the OP9-DL4 stromal cell culture system prior to transfer of
equivalent cell numbers to plates coated with anti-CD3 mAb
(clone 145-2C11, 10 �g/ml, 2 ml/well), anti-CD3 and anti-
CD28 (Pharmingen, 10 �g/ml), or untreated control plates.
After 24 h, thymocytes were analyzed for development, viabil-
ity, cell numbers, and/or annexin V levels. In place of the pre-
viously reported array of mAbs for analysis (12), cells were
initially gated as 7-aminoactinomycin D low populations to
exclude permeable/dead cells prior to gating for FSC/SSC, GFP,
CD4/CD8, and DN1– 4 (CD44/CD25) and finally annexin
V-APC (eBioscience).

OP9-DL4 MHC-deficient and sc-VSV8-H-2Kb Cell Lines—To
eliminate surface expression of the multigenic H-2 class I loci in
OP9-DL4 stromal cells (48), the B2m and Tap2 loci were tar-
geted for deletion using the CRISPR/Cas9 gene modification
technique (49, 50). Using the CRISPR design portal, gRNA tar-
geting exons 1 and 2 of B2m and exon 2 of Tap2, respectively,
were designed and inserted into the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro
vector (PX459; Addgene (51)). Pairs of Cas9-gRNA constructs
representing differing combinations of one B2m-targeting
gRNA and one Tap2-targeting gRNA were transfected into
OP9-DL4 cells. Following 5 days selection in puromycin, resid-
ual cells with surface H-2 class I were detected using the pan-
MHC class I monoclonal antibody M1/42 (Biolegend (52)), and
negative cells were selected. Following expansion, the sorting
procedure was repeated, and several lines were established that
were H-2 class I negative, as represented in Fig. 10A. Confirm-
ing the targeting of the desired loci, not only was H-2 sup-
pressed but also the �2-microglobulin-dependent expression
of CD1d (data not presented). To confirm the H-2-dependent
functionality of OP9-DL4 in stimulating thymocyte develop-
ment, H-2Kb was re-expressed in the OP9-DL4 H-2 negative
cells using a single chain construct pcDNA3.1-sc-VSV-
�2m-H-2Kb expressing VSV peptide, �2-m, and H-2Kb as a
single chain (kindly provided by Dr. Nicholas Gascoigne (53)).
Following selection in G418, individual clones of H-2Kb-ex-
pressing cells (detected by M1/42) were isolated of which clone
1.9 depicted in Fig. 10A is representative. Note that we detected
no MHC class II on the surface of OP9-DL4 cells as reported
previously (54, 55).

Statistical Analysis of Developmental Assays—Significance (p)
was calculated by linear regression analysis to account for inter-
experimental variability using the R software package (56).
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